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To complicate matters even further, the
very nature of cancer is to accumulate genetic
alterations and this leads to many genetic
variants within specific cancers. Response to
treatment varies according to the genetic
alterations of the tumours, which can be
determined by the genetic makeup of the
affected individual. So, there is an obvious
need for the establishment of a comprehen-
sive collection of samples and data through
which all aspects of the disease, including
patient genotype, tumour biology and clinical
features, can be studied.

The Icelandic Cancer Project
In 2001, a group of public and private 
entities in Iceland launched a large, multi-
disciplinary study on cancer, termed the
Icelandic Cancer Project (ICP). The main
aim of the ICP is to create a population-
based clinical genomics database and
biobank that can be used to study the genet-
ics of cancer, probe the relationship between
genotype and phenotype, and create tools
for functional analysis of tumour develop-
ment and drug response. In addition to the
research conducted by the partners of the
ICP, it is envisioned that the ICP resources
can be used by outside researchers, public or
private, through collaborative efforts.

All Icelandic patients with cancer and their
relatives are invited to participate in the ICP,
along with a control population, randomly
selected from the National Registry. The struc-
ture of the programme and the different types
of biological samples and data that are col-
lected are depicted in FIG. 1 and BOX 1. The ICP
will eventually include all 8,000 current cancer
survivors in Iceland, plus the approximately
1,100 individuals who are diagnosed each year.
Furthermore, archived samples and cancer
information from over 24,000 deceased cancer
patients can be accessed and linked to the pro-
ject. The ICP has been approved by The
National Bioethics Committee and The
Privacy and Data Protection Authority in
Iceland, and all samples and data are collected
with written, informed consent.

The Icelandic public has shown a remark-
ably positive response to the project. So far,
over 19,000 individuals (patients, relatives and
controls) have entered the study; 92% of those
invited have agreed to participate. Based on
this participation rate and statistics from the
Icelandic Cancer Registry, it can be estimated
that about 10,000 patients with cancer will
have entered the study by the end of 2005. Of
those, approximately 2,200 will have been diag-
nosed with breast cancer and 1,200 with
prostate cancer, the two most common cancers
in women and men, respectively.
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O P I N I O N

Cancer initiation and progression require a
complex interaction of genetic, environmental
and clinical factors. Most research, however,
has been focused on only a narrow aspect of
the disease process. Data generated by the
Human Genome Project, as well as large-
scale molecular analysis of tumours, have
indicated that a more systematic approach,
in which the biological information is
integrated with clinical features, is warranted.
There are many aspects of the Icelandic
population that make it well suited for such a
broad-based approach. The Icelandic
Cancer Project was therefore initiated to build
a population-based clinical genomics
database and biobank that can be used to
study cancer — from genetic predisposition
to clinical outcome.

Cancer research covers many fields, encom-
passing genetics, cell biology, epidemiology,
clinical science, drug development, pharma-
cogenomics and studies on tumour–host
interactions such as metastasis and angio-
genesis. Accordingly, researchers draw on
resources that range from large epidemio-
logical surveys and experimental models in
whole animals to in vitro studies on isolated
signal-transduction pathways and genetic
polymorphisms. It can be difficult to corre-
late findings obtained in different systems,
and often results from one experimental
system are not reproduced in the next.
Examples include mouse models of human
tumour-suppressor mutations that produce
quite different phenotypes in mice and
men1.
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been recorded since the seventeenth century.
These records are now maintained in comput-
erized form by the Genetical Committee,
which provides the means to easily trace the
genealogy of all Icelanders.

Another potential advantage of perform-
ing a population-based study on cancer in
Iceland concerns the genetic composition of
the population. Most Icelanders are
descended from a limited number of settlers
that came to the country about 1,100 years
ago. These types of ‘young’ populations pos-
sess fewer genetic variants than older or larger
populations. This results in less disease het-
erogeneity and increases the probability of
finding the disease-causing variants(s). There
has been considerable discussion on the val-
ues and limitations of isolated populations for
genetic studies4. Regardless of the mixed views
on these issues, the Icelandic population has
been successfully used to find genes associated
with single-gene disorders5,6 as well as genes
implicated in complex diseases7,8.

Resources of the ICP database
Research activities in the ICP can be broadly
divided into three categories: studies on
genetic cancer predisposition; correlation of
biological and environmental factors with
disease history; and creation of tools for
functional analysis of tumour development
and drug response. Integrating data from all
study categories using the same patient pop-
ulation offers valuable opportunities to
probe the relationship between genotype,
environment and disease.

The working hypothesis of the ICP is that
cancer is a group of related disorders that
have common genetic causes and can be
viewed as a single phenotype. Most known
cancer-predisposing genes are associated with
an increased risk of more than one type of
cancer. This is exemplified in cancer syn-
dromes such as the Li–Fraumeni syndrome2,
but is also evident for genes such as the hered-
itary non-polyposis colon cancer genes that,
although identified by a strong association
with colorectal cancer, predisposes mutation
carriers to several other tumour types3. It is
therefore likely that the same will be true for
many of the cancer-predisposing genes still to
be discovered — a promising prospect for the
future of targeted molecular therapies and
cancer-prevention strategies.

Why Iceland?
Several important features make the Icelandic
population highly suitable for this broad-
based approach to studying cancer.A national
health-care system was established in 1915.
Soon after, systematic collections of pathologi-
cal samples and health-care records were
established. Today, access to archived samples
and medical records, dating back almost 100
years, can be granted to researchers who
obtain the necessary permission. Lately, cancer
care in Iceland has been largely centralized,
which allows for consistency in diagnosis and
tumour phenotyping, as well as in the types of

treatment that patients receive. Information
on diagnoses and pathology for all patients
diagnosed with cancer since 1954 (over 32,000
cases total) is maintained by the Icelandic
Cancer Registry. Some records extend even
further back. For example, breast cancers are
recorded back to the 1920s. Furthermore,
details of births, marriages and deaths have
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Figure 1 | The structure of the Icelandic Cancer Project and the resulting biobank and database.
Participants in the ICP are recruited through the Skulaver patient-recruitment centre. Participants fill out a
lifestyle questionnaire and a blood sample is collected. Skulaver also gathers clinical information about the
patients’ diseases from the Icelandic Cancer Registry, and from collaborating clinicians and hospitals.
Genealogy information is collected from the Genetical Committee of the University of Iceland. All personal
identifiers are encrypted. The patients’ clinical characteristics, genomic (from the BioBank) and pedigree
data are then analysed. The structure of the database and procedures of its operation are overseen by the
Privacy and Data Protection Authority.

Box 1 | The Icelandic Cancer Project

Collaborators
• Iceland Genomics Corporation.

• The Icelandic Cancer Clinicians Group.

• Landspitali University Hospital.

• Akureyri District Hospital.

• The Icelandic Cancer Society – Cancer Registry.

• Genetical Committee of the University of Iceland.

Samples collected 
• Samples collected from all previously diagnosed patients, relatives and controls: blood (DNA,

plasma).

• Samples collected from newly diagnosed patients: blood (DNA, plasma); tumour tissue; in
selected cases, cells are cultured from normal tissue.

Data collected 
• ICD codes, age at diagnosis and tumour morphology (patients).

• Clinical information on treatment and outcomes (patients).

• Participant-reported lifestyle questionnaire; for example, smoking history, reproductive
history and hormone use (all participants).

• Genealogical information (all participants).
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Furthermore, the data indicate that associa-
tion studies can be performed in Iceland at a
fraction of the cost required in a typical
European population, for which LD is lower.
Building on these results, we performed lim-
ited genetic analysis on our patient popula-
tion. The same thirteen regions that were
examined in the LD study were surveyed in
approximately 2,400 cancer cases and com-
pared with the results from the 1,400 controls.
Promising results from several regions are
being pursued at present.

A key concern for any statistical method
used for LD mapping of cancer-susceptibility
mutations is its power. Single-marker associ-
ation tests require unrealistically large sample
sizes (tens to hundreds of thousands) for
low-penetrance mutations of low frequen-
cies, and quite large sample sizes (order of
thousands) for low-penetrance mutations of
high frequencies. By contrast, multipoint LD
mapping, based on explicit modelling of the
genealogy — see online supplementary
information S1 (box) — is not confronted
with the same difficulties15–17. Multipoint LD
mapping is a type of association mapping
that uses all marker information in affected
and unaffected individuals simultaneously 
to gain maximal statistical power. As the
power of this method for the high-frequency,
low-penetrance scenarios has not yet been
rigorously investigated, we undertook a sim-
ulation study to test the method (BOX 3). The
approach was to first simulate the evolution
of data sets with markers and disease muta-
tions for a region of the genome, and then
estimate the most probable location of the
disease mutation(s) from the markers. The
preliminary conclusion is that this method
can accurately predict the location of disease
mutations even under conditions of allelic
heterogeneity and low penetrance for sample
sizes as small as 100 cases. Furthermore, by
using family information, the disease muta-
tion could be more accurately located (BOX 3).

Finally, it should be stressed that the avail-
ability of detailed medical information
within the ICP allows the subdivision of can-
cer phenotypes. This subdivision is assumed
to partly reflect the genetic heterogeneity of
the disease. By subdividing cases based on
cancer phenotype, the genetic heterogeneity
might be reduced, thereby facilitating the
gene-mapping process.

Although the number of independent
susceptibility alleles and the number of loci
that determine susceptibility to complex
traits are expected to be smaller in founder
populations than in an outbred population,
genetic studies in founder populations also
have disadvantages. The number of rare

mapping is expected to be less effective,
except in a subset of large families in which
cancer prevalence is high. To pinpoint the
lower-penetrance genes (BOX 2), case–control
association studies might be more likely to
succeed12. The density of markers required
for association studies is high, but this num-
ber is inversely related to the extent of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the target
population13. LD describes the non-random
association of alleles at markers at different
positions. When two polymorphic positions
in the genome are in LD, knowledge of the
allele at the first position is a predictor of the
type of allele at the second position. This
relationship can be exploited to map disease
genes. From a practical standpoint, it is
advantageous to perform association studies
in an isolated population like Iceland, where
LD might be expected to extend further than
in a typical Western population and the
allelic heterogeneity is lower than in larger
cosmopolitan populations14.

To examine the LD in the Icelandic popu-
lation, we examined 195 microsatellite mark-
ers in thirteen 15 cM regions of the genome
(including the regions around BRCA1 and
BRCA2) in 1,400 representative individuals
from the Icelandic population. More than half
of all pairs of markers within 2 cM of each
other (on the average 2 megabases), and more
than 15% of the marker pairs 2–5 cM apart,
showed statistically significant LD (data not
shown). This supports the concept that LD
covers large regions in the Icelandic popula-
tion and alleviates the need for very tightly
spaced markers for association mapping.

Finding new cancer-susceptibility genes in the
ICP. Much debate has raged over the percent-
age of cancer risk attributable to genetic fac-
tors. The emerging picture is that rare, highly
penetrant alleles such as BRCA1 and BRCA2
account for only a small fraction of all cancers.
Most of the remaining genetic cancer suscepti-
bility is probably conferred by low-penetrance
mutations in many genes9–11.

The resources of the ICP provide an
opportunity to search for genes of both high
and low penetrance using linkage and associ-
ation mapping (BOX 2). Linkage mapping
describes the physical mapping of a disease
gene using polymorphic markers in pedigrees
for which disease phenotypes are known. If a
given marker shows co-inheritance with dis-
ease status, the recombination frequency
between marker and disease gene allows esti-
mation of the distance between the two.
Association mapping involves the compari-
son of allele frequencies for a marker allele or
combination of markers (a haplotype)
between a disease population and a control
population. When statistically significant dif-
ferences in the frequencies of an allele/haplo-
type are found between a disease and control
population, the marker allele/haplotype are
said to be associated with the disease.

To identify mutations with relatively high
penetrance, several large families with a high
prevalence of cancer have been ascertained.
These families are being studied by genome-
wide linkage mapping to broadly identify
regions of the genome involved, for subse-
quent fine-mapping by association. For the
lower-penetrance genes, however, linkage

Box 2 | Linkage mapping and association mapping

Linkage mapping uses known pedigrees in a search for markers that are co-transmitted with a
disease phenotype. The method is powerful when many multigenerational family pedigrees with
several cases of disease are available, but resolution is low (typically 5–10 megabases), because
few recombinations are observed in the pedigrees that cover only a few generations.

In considering low-penetrance mutations, most individuals that carry the mutations are
unaffected, and few pedigrees exist with numerous cases. Association mapping can be used to
identify disease genes in this situation, as it only requires a set of markers that are analyzed in a
number of affected (cases) and unaffected (control) individuals. This approach uses the fact that
the DNA of all individuals is related through an unknown, but very deep, genealogy (possibly
over 10,000 generations) that differs along the genome because of recombination. Markers that
are physically close to each other will be associated because of linkage disequilibrium (LD). LD
is created around a new disease mutation, but rapidly disappears because of recombination,
except in a closely linked region. The size of this region is inversely proportional to the age of the
mutation, the effective population size and the recombination rate in the region. It follows that a
marker allele will have different frequencies in the affected and unaffected individuals if it is
sufficiently physically close to the variable position that is associated with the disease. The depth
(number of meioses) of the gene genealogy that can be analysed with association mapping
allows for a sufficient amount of recombination to have occurred such that a disease mutation
can be located with much greater resolution than by linkage mapping. Another advantage to
association mapping is that the power is increased by the fact that all available cases can be
included, irrespective of whether their family history is known.
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information on the molecular signature of
the tumour with the patient’s genotype and
the clinical behaviour of the disease. This
information can be used to answer vital
questions such as who will respond to the
therapy and what happens during resis-
tance development. The resources collected
by the collaborators of the ICP can be effec-
tively used to answer these questions.
Furthermore, analysis of archived samples
and data can greatly add to the power of the
study, as it is possible to retrospectively
select patient groups with particular disease
forms. Finally, by linking genealogical
information to tumour profile, it might be
possible to identify characteristic genetic
alterations or pathways that can give clues
to the underlying genetic predisposition.

The collection of plasma samples from all
ICP participants provides an important
resource for searching for specific blood-
borne tumour markers. When possible,
plasma is collected from newly-diagnosed
patients before surgery. In several cases, it is
also possible to collect plasma samples from
patients before treatment as well as during
subsequent stages of disease. These samples,
combined with matching clinical information,
will be valuable material for proteomic studies
aimed at identifying prognostic factors.

Generation of tools for functional analysis of
tumorigenesis and drug response. One
aspect of the ICP is the collection of live
normal epithelial cells from patients with
cancer. The cells are collected for use in 
various functional studies, from cancer 
initiation to drug screening. Historically,
transformed cell lines have been used for
functional studies and, although these cell
lines have proven to be workhorses for stud-
ies on pathways of cell signalling, the results
do not always apply to primary human
tumours. Using the resources of the ICP, it is
feasable to produce a panel of cell lines from
a genetically susceptible individual with a
known genotype and clinical history. These
cell lines could have many uses. For exam-
ple, tumorigenesis could be studied in cell
lines derived from individuals with known
mutations in either of the BRCA genes.
Through transfection of the cells with
selected oncogenes, or by knocking out
checkpoint/repair proteins, it might be pos-
sible to identify molecular events that coop-
erate with BRCA deficiency in malignant
transformation. Matching frozen tumour
samples are available for all of the breast cell
lines produced in the ICP, allowing direct
correlation of experimental findings to
properties of the tumours.

cancers is low, rendering a population the size
of Iceland´s less suitable for genetic analysis of
these diseases. Furthermore, the degree of
mapping resolution is positively correlated
with the number of generations since the
founding of the population. Since the Icelandic
population is younger than other European
populations, fine mapping performed on the
Icelandic population would be at a lower reso-
lution than similar studies carried out in older
populations. Despite these disadvantages, there
is considerable evidence to support the opin-
ion that cancer-associated genes with low pen-
etrance, but relatively high frequency, that con-
tribute to cancers with high prevalence can be
found using the resources of ICP. This
approach could also serve as a model for other
genetically isolated populations, provided that
similar levels of LD exist.

Correlating biological and environmental fac-
tors with disease history. Although the relative
contribution of genetic and environmental
factors to cancer development has been
debated, a combination of both is clearly
involved. One example of this is provided by

various reports on the penetrance of the
BRCA mutations. In this regard, it has been
shown that the penetrance of the Icelandic
founder mutation, BRCA2999del5, varies
greatly between families18. Furthermore, some
families with this mutation have high rates of
prostate cancer, whereas male breast cancer
(but not prostate cancer) is evident in other
families. So genetic background and environ-
mental factors are likely to be important for
the penetrance of this single mutation. The
collection of lifestyle information, genealogi-
cal information and clinical data relevant to
cancer from all participants in the ICP pro-
vides an attractive opportunity to probe this
relationship between genes and environment.

The cancer field has at last entered the
stage where experimental results are being
turned into therapies tailored to the
causative molecular defects. One well-
known example of this is the tyrosine
kinase inhibitor imatinib mesylate (Glivec),
a targeted therapy primarily used to treat
patients with chronic myeloid leukaemia.
During designer-drug development, it is
important to be able to correlate detailed
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Box 3 | Bayesian multipoint linkage-disequilibrium mapping 

Bayesian multipoint linkage-disequilibrium (LD) mapping is superior to other methods for
mapping disease genes in that it uses all the data within a biological model, and should therefore
be a statistically powerful method. A simulation study was conducted to estimate the power of
this approach in identifying a low-penetrance disease gene; for details, see online
supplementary information S2 (box). Replicate simulations of data sets were done using a
coalescent approach; for details, see online supplementary information S1 (box).
Subsequently, Bayesian multipoint LD mapping was used to estimate the positions of disease-
causing mutations. Data sets of 100 cases and 100 controls were investigated with 10 or 20 single
nucleotide markers. The size of the genomic region that was simulated corresponds to 50–500 kb
in an African population (where LD is short) and several megabases in the Icelandic population
(where LD covers larger regions; BOX 2). The optimal situation — full penetrance of disease
phenotype — was used as the baseline scenario to investigate the effect of adding more
biological factors. A fraction of mutations were missed using this approach, but, importantly, in
more than 75% of the simulations performed, the mutation was accurately localized; for details,
see online supplementary information S3 (table).

In the basic scenario, a mutation with population frequency of 10% can be mapped with a
precision of 4.4% of the total sequence length. This means that the method can detect the
position with accuracy greater than the distance between two adjacent markers, as the ten
markers are separated by 11% of the sequence lengths. Knowledge of genealogy increases the
precision by 28%. Doubling the marker density does not double the precision, but decreases the
size of the candidate region by one-third. Correcting for LD in controls slightly improves
precision. Less idealized scenarios reduce precision. A lack of information on linkage, or the
occurrence of two mutations that contribute to the disease, only cause a moderate reduction in
precision. In the final scenario, disease was caused by a combination of a very low penetrance
gene and factors unrelated to the surveyed region (such as other genes or the environment).
These factors further decreased precision, but in more than half of the simulations the disease
mutations were still concentrated within one-third of the mapped region. Extrapolation of these
encouraging results to the situation assumed in the Icelandic Cancer Project demands great
caution, as more allelic heterogeneity and a much larger proportion of cases caused by other
genes are expected. However, the fact that much larger case data sets (greater than 1,000 cases)
are available will improve the efficacy of this approach. Simulations of such a scenario are being
investigated at present.
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Large databases are available that contain
information of the human genome sequence
as well as gene-expression data. The Icelandic
Cancer Project is structured to take advan-
tage of this genomic data to support many
aspects of cancer research. As the project
develops and more information and samples
are added to this coordinated collection, it 
is our hope that it will serve as a valuable
resource for the cancer research community
for years to come.
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